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Like it or'not; inserviOe
education often has a bad name.
4-

And'

changing the name to , professional development Won't make a differer&.
'a

ANhai'might make a difference would be to,change what is done in the
name of ,inservice so that'it ccan'be the catalyst for improving teaching
Ae'

And learningin schools that teachers, teacfieveducatOrs and pfiblic
A

officials expect it to

Let us.take/ a 'hard-1

at what inservice 'has become.

J:\

First of

.

all, wheredo iiesluestsfor,inservice originate.an.&whit is the usual
0

response?

The following outline illustrates the' typical requests and

the usual respo'n'ses that the requeati)yield.
ft.
)

INSERVICE REQUESTS AND RESPONSES

Usual Response

Origin of Request
P

,
Pedestal or state mandates
require new knowledge and /or

Paid after school or
ris

skills for compliance

Saturday districvvide
one session workships

Consultant directed
workshops (one cd
five sessions)

Disttict piincipal
or supervisor wants to

initiate newoultal or
approach to teat ingleig:
learning -for which n
knowledge and/or skills
are needed
_r

Helping teacher, rTh

Supervisor identifies a
problestor difficulty ,
a particular teacher is ;
having, eg management
of pupil behavior

district sponsorpd inservice, college courses
state sponsored conference

Teacher recognizes lack
of knowledge or skill needed
to do something he/she
wants or needs to do

College coursework,
district inservice,
state or national
conferences, teacher
education center

A quick analysis af this simple outline reveals some inttr'esting
a.

insights.

First, inservice tends to be remOdal in nature.

1

-Because the

/-A4

0.

2

-request often stems from a need or problem, an assumption is made that
the teacher is deficient, needs help, or is incapable.

Second, responses

tend to be short term, brief encounters which stimulate awareness and
suggest possibilities:

Thirds responses are often external in deSign

since they take place outside the work setting,,often in district wide
'

groups of 50-100, removed from the realities of the work place.

Fourth,

the external response often abstracts teaching so that questions

and solutions become generalized and treatment is described in univer'sal terms.

Regardless of the place, size of group or length of session, inseri:

vice characteristically consistsof someone "telling" teachers what to
do.

It is hypodermic in that, at best, it is a "shot in the arm"

(might even sting for awhile) but such short term effects quickly
disappear.

It is generalized in its recommendations - like the doctor

saying, "Take two aspirin and call me in the morning."
.

Only most

teachers can't call their inservice consultant in the morning to truly
,

beg4.n.sto diagnose the problems and consider alternative ways to respond.

Such inservice is frustrating and disappointing to say the least,
and this may be the major reason foi the bad name.

Teachers really do

hope, although many have stopped expecting, that they 411 get some help
for the very real problems they face daily.

They are disappointed be-

cause they think someone.has some answers., Yet, the answers they are
given are often seen as irrelevant, or impossible to implement.

When

inservice content is exciting and meaningful, it is almost as frustrating,
''because teachers often can not see how the ideas and suggestions can be
translated into classroom activities'.

That takes time.

It may require

restructuring of the instructional environment, a new sequence of

activities, or comp.
completely new ways of planning and carrying out in-

structiOn.

Then the Ifustration add disappointment set in as teachers

ask themselves, "When will I have time?

Where will I get\help to do

.

this rethinking and planning?"

Once-again, teachers may feel helpless

to change, only notheY.also feel guilty because they have4been told
this "new way" would be better for a variety of reasons.

The teacher's response to this set of circumstances is usually a
plea for ready-made materials that can be used immediately.

Teacher

educators often respond to -these requests without thinking ot-\the

cost both to the teacher and to themselves.
clarify this point.

C

A brief illustration may

If one.chooses to take selected research findings

which establ,ish a relationship bettbeen specific teaching behaviors

'and student achievement and train teachers to perform those behaviors,
that implies an assumption that teachers are passive consumers of
disseminated products of research.

The assumption that findings from

research can be transformed into curricular packages for students or
teachers, in turn, leads to outcomes which we believe are detrimental
to the improvement of inservice teacher education.

First, such an

approach continues to view persons external to the classroom as the
"experts" on teaching.

Traditionally, textbook publishers, university

or school district consultants (even other teachers) are often seen as
better equipped to recommend teaching practice than are classroom
-teachers.

Second, paradoxically, this view tends to perpetuate stereo,-

/types of university professors since teachers are quick to discern the
lack of relevance that many suc'h materials have for their own classroom

situations and the unsuitability of some university professors to
provide direction for the improvement of classroom practice.

Third,

,rd
since individual teachers, students, communities, and schools vary considerably,' such instructional packages,tend not to be responsive to unique
teaching situations.

This approach tends to communicate to teachers that

,packaged strategies are, in fact, going to solve classroom problems.

We contend that what teachers need is not simplistic answers questions they have not asked, or solutions to problems they haire not defined,

but.rdther an enhancement, through inservice, of the capacity to
about teaching, to define their own problems, and to determine the valid",

ity of different instructional strategies for their own classroom pctices.
Teachers need not be technicians implementing someone else's'ideas but_,

thoughtful decision-makers who have multiple ways of reflecting on their
own teaching practice.

In order for their decisions to be productive in terms.W desirable
4)

pupil outcomes in affective, cognitive, and physical domainethe teacher must
have broad conceptual schemes for action.

These schemes need to embody

both the theoretical knowledge of the researcher and theoretician and
the teacher's own practical wisdom.

In short, the teacher must be a stu ent

of teaching andjLearning, committed to continuous professional development.

Concurrently, teacher educators must 134 copmitted to studying teach-

ing and learning in ways that allow them to learn liom and with teachers.
about classroom realities.

If one assumes that the piimary goal of inseryice education is to engage
teachers and teacher educators in a process of mutual professional de*
velopment, then one approaches that task in.a collegial way.
This thodP
must provide both teachers and teacher educators with opportunities to
NN

learn from one another; and to discover thit learning together may encourage new ways of thinking about teaching and teacher education.

It

.

,

must also be Antrinsically rewarding for both teachers and teacher educe,

. tors if they are to value such: collaborac,ion as a viable inservice model fOr
pr9fessional dt3A/elopment.
,

Faculty at Michigan State University have-developed Butt' a coilegia

model for inservice,educationf It-has as its goal professional develop-.
.mpnt for alI,,participants through. an emphasis on reciprocity and reflection.

This model is built on several assumptions.

First, teachers should

,w

be involved in,evety phase of teaching, dissemination, and curriculUm development.' Second, both teachers and teacher educators have much to
gain from the'study of the impact of various theoretical conceptions of-

classroom teaching on practice.
°together.

They can both learn from studying ideas

Third, teachers and teacher educators both have specialized, but

different, expettise which can illuminate the-practical
study and'research
4

of teaching and-learning:

Finally, teacheit and teacher edhcators can /earn

more productively together than they can separately since their collective
'efforts create a synergistic effect.

Professional growth, then, i4the goal, and
service education the
4
means through which continuing expertise in teaching is develOped. This
P

paper describes the n

essaq;criteria for _the establishment of a collegial

model and a released ? ime glstem for accomplishing professional growth.

The,conceptual basis of the model is outlined.

The remaining bulk of this

/-

paper outlines the vario

phases of the model 'giving appropriate atten-\\

criticalattributes of an-inservice "delivery system," designed)
4
.011

ove teacher $ifectiress and satisfaction.

4.

Establishment of Collegial RelatiopIhip

A major premise of this m
must establish collegial 're

1 is that teachers and teacher educators'

tionships.-- This belief is.based on a recogni-

e
4

tion that substantive 'change is rarely accomplished by an outsider telling

4 teacher what he/she ought to be doing.

Teachers need to receive support

for their daily struggles, and encouragemene.from someone they trust if
they are'to, be expected to try new responses to teaching demands.

Ve

believe `support and encouvagement can be provided by teacher educators

/ committed to establishing collegial relationships with teachers.

Historically, teachers and teacher educators have not enjoyed such
collegial relationships.
affairs.

At least four factors contribute lo this state of

First, both groups tend to have negative sterotypes about each

other, such as, the "ivory towered" professor and the "mindless" teacher.

Second, neither group is seen as credible in the eye, of the other group.
'Third, there is a lack of reciprocity in relationships between the two
groups.

Teacher educators tend to be perceived as th

helpers (givers,

tellers) and teachers as the ones in need of help (ta ers, learners).
are vequests initiated in the'opposite direction.

The notion that

teacher educators gain from the relationship has had little credibility with
teachers ox' teacher educators.

Finally, both groups hold assumptions ab-

out each other that do not facilitate the establishment of collegial rela1

tionshipsl

Modifying non-facilitative,assumptions and stereotypes through

the establishqent of mutual credibility and recipro
productive working together.

ty is essential to

The strengthening of facilitative, or al-

-teration of non-facilitative assumptions, i4 continui g,proceseaffected,

ing both strategies and outcomes.
Assumptions of both teachers and teacher educators mu .t be carefully
examined.

The belief that both are capable professionals co cerned about

improving their teaching effectivenss should be encouraged.

her

assumptions about teachers and teacher educators that should be\fostered

' include: (1) .individuals need t '-1941 reap'ected and appreciated tie contributing members of a tenni*

bute to a joint

(2) individuals have diverap strengths to

enterprise

fosters intrinsic

contri7

and (3) earned membership in a group project

valuing of cooperative endeavors.

The development of mutual credibility is essential to this model.

Cre-

dibility of teacher educator with teachers can be initially established
through

their willingness to "hang around" in classroom, getting to know

teachers"hnd students' behaviors and needs, and providing another pair
of hands for any'tasks that need doing.

The presence of the teacher ed-

ucator being there and working with teachers in their classrooms establishes a kind of credibility that is critical.

Being able to offer and

demonstrate alternative teaching actions is also important.

Empathy for

the teacher's daily demands probably cannot be build in a more productive
manner.

Teachers can establish their credibility with teacher educators

as well through the sharing of their reflections of teaching situations,
their concern for students' needs, and desire to learn new ways of think-)
Ing and doing.
As both groups learn more about each other, nejlative sterotypes tend
to disappear.

The perception. that teachers are technicians and teacher

educators are "experts" is one sterotype, however, which may require
continued dialogue.

This sterotype is perpetuated by both groups.

Teachers

typically defer to teacher educators, and teacher educators, in
turn, are often willing to be seen as "experts.

In reality, both groups have

expertise in differing but important areas of teaching.

Establishment of Released Time System
One of the most important organizational structures required for any

inservice teacer education effort is related to the challenge of making
inservice activities available at a time when-tachers are fresh and re,

iiittiVeiy free, from other distraetions.' Teachers and teacher odueatora alike

lament the typical "after-echooi workshop"' whioh raaeh4
they are already at a point of overload.

teaohers when

Both groups geueralty indicate

that the.fatigial and ntreau .Levels of teachers at that time of day are sugh

that even the most motivating content presented by the most dynamic of
teacher educators is less than effective.
4

Teachers are anxious to have "prime time" inservice teacher educetion; that is, inservice during teachers' regular work hours.
hand, many teachers will not participate in released
there is some assurance that they will not

On the other

time inservice unless

return to a chaotic classroom

created by "substitutes." Thus, teachers need to be not only physically
released from their normal duties, but mentally released from the worry
that their classrooms will not proceed productively without them.

Final-

ly, they need so know that they are not having to work twice as hard to get
the released time.

Most teachers will say that if they have.to do all the

planning, prepare all the materials, and have everything ready for someone else to use with their classes while they are gone, they would rather
stay in their classrooms and.do the teaching themselves.

The extra work it

takes to prepare for a-substitute is usually not seen as worth the released
time it produces.

The primary challenge of any delivery system, therefore,

is the development of an organizational system which makes qualitative
released time a reality.

Michigan State University has utilized a unique procedure for providing for the mental as well as the physical released time teachers require
for inservice teacher education.

By combining a preservice elementary

education program with the inservice teacher education program, the educational.opportunities of both groups can be 4timized.

Some background

may be useful at this point to clarify the MSU arrangement.

A preservice

9

elementary education program ham lieen developed through a oix-year coOpOVAljV0 effort Lumotviug Lanming toachorm and adminAstracovci, tphj moovn

graduate mtudents in elementary education, and MSU

Thim program,

which is largely field-centered, features unified content-methods and
prac t:tce, and !oundational principles which are systematically integrated

throughout the students' course work and field experience.

,'tudoutti are

admitted into the program as sophoMore pre-interns after parti ipating
in a detailed selection process.

Duridg'their sophomore year, pre-interns

spend two to three half-days per week in 'schools performing general instructional tasks and instructing small groups of students in content
related to the campus content and methods courses.

During their junior

year, the pre-intern field experience increases in amount of time spent
and complexity of tasks performed as well as responsibilities assumed.
By, the third term of their junior year, pre-interns and large groups in

all content areas wader teacher or university supervision.

By the fall

term of their senior year, students who are now in their formal internship
es."1

experience are ready to as\ime full responsibility for at least two halfdays,of

complete instruction.

teaching experience,

When they begin a "normal" full day student

usually during the second or third term of their

senior year, interns are ready to assume complete instructional responsibility
for planning and actual instruction for the entire day for the minimum
ten week internship experience.

The high level of expertise exhibited by these undergraduate students
is due in large part to the assignment of a field instructor to each student.

This MSU supported staff member performs'a number of valuable services
for interns, teachers, and the program.

Critical among the tasks performed

is the supervision of planned instruction, classroom management, and
so.

personal interactions with immediate constru

ive feed-back and life-long

idaryang

The fiel4 i4ntruotor provides nenansary linIcagas between

Cho toMovotcy
VVtictiOdd,

vidato 4ohoam and bocweati 0001.7 4k0 4A40voom

Roodund LIACtullti have atiMOUAtniCtid

t he I r 4141.1.Cy CO participate

an full team members "wiCh Choir cooperating tow:hero, many of

i :he proh-

lomn naually annociated with rdloaadd time eor. Inmervice teacher dducation
aru'oliminatud.

Becanao the undergraduate intern begino teaming with the

children, parents, and other staff an a regular teacher.

Inaervice ache,-

dulua ard coordinated so that field instructors can be in the building and'
available In classrooms to assist their Interns if problems
Because insarvice sessions are held within

should arise.

the school building, teachers

are always available to return to their classrooms if serious problems
come up.

While both teachers and interns benefit from this team teachinglarrangement, others profit as well.

The preseptce of the intern provides

unique opportunities for 'analysis and evaluation of teaching practices

Through the negotiation of objectives and strategies, both teachers and

interns are encouraged to examine their assumptions and procedures in
terms of desired pupil outcomes.

Children Also benefit from this arrange-

ment since there is another concerned individual to help provide educational experiences for them.

Children are not only exposed to different

and ,sometimes new ways of teaching and learning, but they are generally (

able to receive more individual assistance with particular learning prob1pms. (A more complete description of this program - Toward Excellence in

Elementary Education, is available

hrough the College of Education at

Michigan State University.)

Conceptual Basis of the Collegial Model Delivgy System
Inasmuch as the vehicles one uses and the structures one'creates de-

.

pend lahely on the outcomes one has in mind, it is important to describe
those goals which motivated the development of this releaded time delivo,'-

ery system.

First, we wanted both pre- and inservice teachers to be auton-

omous decision makers regarding their curricula.

It is our firm belief that

teachers are the best judges of what to teach and how to teach it to their
particular set of learners.

Second, we wanted teachers to become life-long

learners who had a sense of professional competence and the feelings of
pride that accrue from that knowledge.

Third, we wanted an opportunity

for teacher educators and beginning, teachers to gain a reality base for their

conceptions of professional teaching.
If one assumes that a professional teacher is a person who has a special

knowledge, then one must ask not only what that knowledge is but how
one comes to know.

What does it mean to "know" something or act on the

basis of information one has (Furth, 1970).

Further, one comes to know

and be able to do as a result of the experiences one has.

The more concrete,

relevant, and similar initial learning experiences are to the real world setting
in which that knowledge can be used, the more likely it is that the knowledge
will be useful to the learner.

Knowledge which is useful for developing pro-

fessional teaching competence, then, would be information accumulated from experiences designed to help teachers translate relevant concepts into internalized
action schemes.

Figure 1 illustrates critical phases involved in this process of

development.

FIGIME1

Phase One

Phase Two

Phase Three

"Learning About"

Directed Practice
and Reflection in
Real World Setting

Integrated Decision
Making and Action
in the Real World
Classroom

in
Real World Context

Our pursuit of the goals stated earlier has led to an elaboration of

these phases into a professional development-Opel for initial and continuing teacher education.

The delivery systems utilized have emerged from

the need to provide experience's designed to promote teacher development
through these phases.

The model encomiasses professional development

for preservice teachers, inservice teachers, and teacher educators.

Figure

illustrates this professional development model for teacher education.

Explanation of Phases in the Model and Related Delivery Systems
Chit. goal of edUcating professionals to beCome more autonomous deci-

siod=makers who act in thoughtful and considerate ways as they plan for
and enact their professional roles is achieved through a carefully sequenced set of educational experiences.

For preservice teachers these ex-

periences are designed on the assumption that abstract theoretical ex-

planations can be transferred to the complex environment of most public
school classrooms when they are presented intitially in and related to a
real world context through opportunities for practice.

Such an instruc-

tional approach presents not only relevant content but also methods for
teaching and opportunities for practice in a unified sequence.

For exam-

ple, teachers might study fractions (content), check to be sure they could
work with them themselves, plip lessons to teach

fractions to a group of

children in their classrooms, teach the planned lesson, receive feedback
from others and reflect on the experience in a continuous learning model.

This unified content/methods and practice sequence is quite the opposite
of many college course sequences which typically teach all the content
(usuallf done by a department or college outside of Education) with

methods taught by yet another instructor at a later time, and practice,
waiting until the final term of student teaching (in the case of inseriice
or graduate work it is usually not provided at all) when all content must
be simultaneously taught to an entire class.

We have found that an instructional sequence which gradually introduces a teacher to a content area, or sets of related content areas such as

FIGURE 2

A Professional Development Model for Teacher Education
Preservide

Teacher Educator Link

Inservice

El

PhaselOne

PkaselTwo

Phase hree

PhaselOne

PhaselTwo

PhaseiThree

"Learning
About'; in

Dirkted Practice

Iritpgrated
Decision
Making and

"Learning
About" in

Directed Practice
and Reflection

Integrated
Decision
Making and
Action in
the Real
World of
the
Classroom

Real World
Contimt

and Reflection
in

Real World
Context

'Action in

Real World
Setting

the Real
World of
the
Classroom

411r

in

Real World
Setting

instructional design, mathematics, or classroom management, and allows
for sequential accommodation of that content through gradually intensified field experiences is effective for both pre- and inservice teachers.
If we want teachers to adopt new ways of thinking and doing, we must.

facilitate initial learning about these ideas and provide ample opportunities for suitable practice and feedback.
t.

The experiences are intended to be additive.

Thus, it is the task of

the teacher education program to sequence instruction and experiences so

that each set of experiences can cumulatively enrich the teacher's professional abilities.

Nothing is taught in isolation.

Rather, teachers are ex-

pected to apply knowledge learned and internalize patterns of action.

What begins as separate content gradually becomes autonomous behavior
grounded in theory and a conscious rationale.

Phase One: "Learning About" in Real World Context
Regardless of the content being taught, certain conditions must be
present if the "Learning About" step is to accomplish its purpose.
conditions are:

,5

These

1. Clear content definitions (facts, concepts, principles,. ideas,
and skills) must be ptesented.
Z. Real world exemplars and non-exemplars must be available.
These should be,as concrete as.possible:" however?.films,pic-,
tures, and models can be used initially, if necessary.
3.. Discr
tion-practice should be provided. Here the
learner s choosing between exemplars and non-exemplars to
demonstrate concept Acquisition. ligain; if7real world examples are not accessible, role plays and simulations are
useful in' i4sFeasing the likelihood of transfer.
4. Opportunitarto socialize about,the new learning are essential for concept acquisition. Sparing perceptions And
clarifying points of disagreement,arlipportant as teachers
fit new content into existing conceptions of teaching.
In Figure 3,

e yaiious formats and activities involved in phase one \-

("learning.about" the content and process of teaching im a real world
context) are illustrated in a matrix scheme.

The activities can occur in

large groups, subsets of a large group, small groups, dyads, trisds, or on
an individual basis.

Possible instructional activities include: discussions,

readings, speakers, lectures, films, role playing, Simualtions, observa-Lion, writing, sharing, demonstrations, interviews, and teaching others.
Since it is important that

tical work be tied to classroom practice,

both teacher educators and pre- and inserviceteac ets need opportunities
for common classroom observation.

Thus, some sessions must be held in

FIGURE 3

InstructionalActivities
a
O

cd

Group Types
Large Group

X

x XS

Subsets of
Large Groups

X

x

X X X

X

X X

X

X X X X-X X X X X

Sam 11

X X

Dyads

X

X

XXXXXXXXX

Triads

X X

X X X X X X X X X

X

X

X X

Individuals
4

I

P,

X X

schools where access oNclassrooms is)available to teachers, teacher educators, and preservice teachers. Appropriate space for feedback on these
,

4:tt

classroom ekperientes. muse..also'be. available.

;

A variety of strategies are planned empidiring various combinations of

group types and instrnctignal activities which promote learning of theore..

tical constructs and their practical allplicatAons.

For example, role pla3c-

,

ing done in small gr9ups, triads, and dyads are helpful in learning

Cedhls (e.g., responding constructively to participants' comments), and
sfi
J

.

understanding the effects of a strategy as a participant.

Classroom demon-

strations observed by small groups, triads, dyads, help teachers )4T
providing concrete. examples of theoretical contructs being studied.

Ab-

Y

stragt ideas such as Piagei:.!s descriptions of how children think when they

are at various developmental stages are piuch easier to compreend when
a teacher is able to actually question children who are at different stages.

Having concrete experiences with different levels of thinking, the
teachers are then better able to transfer Piaget's laces to the selection
of content and activities for children.

Phase Two: Directed Practice and Reflection

As new knowedge and skill are acquired, it is important that teactms,
have opportunities to apply this knowledge and skill in real world settings.

It should be kept in mind, however, that the teachers tend to move

back and forth between the "learning about" phase and the "directed
practice and reflection" phase as they become more sophisticated about
their practice.

The necessary conditions for the directed practice and reflection
phase include initial practice and reflection.
1. Initial practice is directed and carefully planned for a
"simplified" real world setting. That is lessons are taught
to small groups of students and teachers are responsible

for less df,,,the total situation than would normally'be their
concern. As applications of tie content become more familiar,
the size and complexity'of:the teadhing,situation,is gradually
increased.
)
2. ThroUgh opportunities for reflection, teachers can co ide
alternative applications of the newly acquired knowle ge and
skill and weigh the potential outcomes that might be' expected
for each.
Initial classroom trials are) iccompained by
opportunities lor correctives feedback.
Teachers need'to know
what they are doing well, Al what they are doing, not s9 well.
-

IA

Whether lessons are successful or not, reflection helps teachesa
see bpth intended and unintended consequences of instruction.
Opportunities for feed46k.and reflection are essential to the
development of the self-evaluation that 4.s prerequisite to
autonomous decision making.
The importance of directed practice and reflection to the ultimate
goal of autonomous decision making and action must not be overlooked.

4Factice as used here means the implementation in a school setting of a
particular concept, prindiple, theory, or skill which was the focus of

instruction during phase one-- "learning about.% Implementation activities
include:

instructing students, rBle plating, demonstration, simulations,

and on-site planning which allOw

for assesssment and evalUatiOn of

cui;'iculum,environment, material, and discussion.
Instructing students as a practice activity, is necessary for, teacher

educators as well as pre/inservice teachers.

Instructing students aliows

teacher educators . well as,pre/inservice teachers to have the opportunit

y

tit

i

to 1) increase
_
.

Z/

kill levels and self confidence-;-2) reality test theoretical
,i'',.

'-.

-.',

i,'

)

.

ideas, 3) note unintended,oUtcomes and' /or necessary prerequisites, and

4) have a concrete experience as a basis for reflection.

In addition to the pupils and pre/inservice teachers;

participate

in these practice activities, teacher educators and one or two other
pre/inservice teachers are frequently included.

According to interview

and questionndirkdata, teacher educators, preservice and inservice teachers
report that having another adult formally involved in team teaching or
observing a practice lesson contributes significantly to an individual's
growth.

The dyad'and triad formats for diredted practice activities are also
beneficial to children.

For example, when 4 field instructor, inservice

teacher, and preservice teacher collaboartively plan, teach, 'and reflect

on learning outcomes, all three participants g.rcg'iirofesionally.

,

In

addition, the pupils benefit from participating in experiences which are the'
result of the collaborative work of professionals.
Reflection as used here means thinking about intended and unintended-

lesson outcomes of practice activities which are directy related to the
content studied in phase one.

While cost teachers or teacher educators

engage in reflection by themsleves, (often in nonschool

driving to school, doing the disS,, waiting to get a ca
suc,

Thu

ettings e.g.,
repaired),

of ection frequently is not tied to specific theoretical constructs.

vement of teaching practice is less systematic than it might be.

Reflect n on one's practice is Seen as an important contributor to the
Schievement\of the goal of autonomous'dfcihion-making and action.

Phase two adtivities are designedito provide opportunities for structured
reflection.

These reflection activities include discussions, stimulated

recall, role play, writing, and shairlig.

As can be seen in Figure 4, reflective activities usually occur in
dyadic, triadic, or small group formats.

It is in these settings that the

teamed practice experience actually pays off.

One member of the discussion

group can act as the reflection stimulator for another member of the
team.

The reflection stimulator can ask clarifying questions, take part in a

role play, share feelings and perceptions,/hnd assist with tying the real
world experience to theoretical constructs.

Pre- and inservice teachers

report that role plays done with a person who is knoledgeable about the
content being studied and who was present during a practice session are
helpful in learning alternative teacher behaviors, understanding a
student's point of view, and increasing teacher skillfulness.

Q
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' Phase Three:

Fite grationlinto lieaSton Making and Action
.

4

)
`is

,'

The goal of phases one and two
g

relevant content into a bOdy

.p

a-teacher who has integrated

tprofessio

knowledge which can be

represented as integrated decision-making and action.

Persons who have

achieved this level are, characterized as flexible and articulate about the
lessons they teach.
level.

They have a body of knowledge at an operative

They can make efficient and accurate decisions about when and under
,

-

what circumstances various alternatives are most appropriate.

They are

intentional 'in their behavior and objectiVe in their problem' identification

and solution.

They, can indicate their professional needs and use resources

efficiently and well.

1

q

4

As content..is.integrated'at this Ievel; teacher education relationships

assume a somewhat different Character.

Interactions function on a level of

reciprCcit*AttIntirely possible before

Participants now have varying

levela of:expertise and can better provide mutual support and reinforcement
f

for each other.

Positive reinforcement of particular behaviors on an

intermittent schedule may be suitable; however

personal satisfaction and

spontahtous sharing w41 generally maintain desired behaviors.
Fhure 5, Integrated Decision Making and Action in the Real World, is
an illustration

the activities which needto occur to support the

s

transition to

and maintenance .of this phase.

These activities include:

1) self-evaluation, sometimes making use of another, adult to help sort

informatiOn; 2)-problem identification. and solutions; 3) sharing practical
experiences; i4)' initiating requests f(4 feedback; 5) demonstrations of

teaching for.dissemination to other teachers and teacher educators; and
.6) teaching others.

FIGURE 5

Delivery Systems for Integrated Decision Making
and Action in Real World
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Development of Pcofessional Competence
Inasmuch as teaching others has proved to 'be expecially
effectie as an
instructional delivery system, it warrants further elaboration.

As

4

individuals integrate new knowledge into their existing
conceptual schemes

for teaching, we see the'initial level of integrative
decision-makingin
opeiation.

Through their concrete experiences of "learning about"
and

"directed practice and reflection," teachers can apply the knowledge

acquired to their classroom teaching situations.

Th y tend, howevet, to

:

limit their use of this new knOwledge to lessons
an _lises precticed during
the "directed practice" stage.

They are limited in their ability to

articulate a rationale that goes much beyond their in4ial insights
as it
',1-----

relates directly to their own teaching situation.
t

That Is, they have not'

acquired a sense of professional competence that allows them to
state with
assurance the advantages, disadvantages, intended outcomes, and
reasons
for choosing to teach as they do.

They tend to be tentative in their

recommendations, limited in their ability to encourage others to try
similar approaches, and uncertain about how various ideas
would work for
others.

Bound by their past experience, their autonomy may be restricted
to

the areas of success they have personally achieved.
The process of teaching others has the potential of providing
an
expanded knowledge and sense of professional competence not otherwise
possible.

The demand to teach others what one knows requires the teacher to reconsider
the knowledge she or he has and to organize it conceptually so that it
can be
translated for others.

Having to fit knowledge into reasonable applications

for new and different situations, different from one's own, forces
a level

of conceptual understanding not achieved through personal experiences
alone.
The flexibility one develops through such a process encourages a level of
sophistication in knowledge and use that can only be characterized as
professional.

The teacher, thus, knows not only what works for him or her,

but how and under what circumstances it might work for a variety of
others.

n7

0- FIGURE 6,
Levels of Professional Competence
Level One:'

Initial
Learning

Initial "Learning
About" in real
world context
,

Level Two:

"Learning About"
more elaborate
Internalized
conceptual
Learning for
schemes
Self

Level Three:

"Learning About"
how to adapt
Abiltry to
'knowledge to fit
Teach Other new and different
teaching situations
14'

Initial directed
practice and
reflection in
real world
setting

Integration with
decision making

Practice and
reflection for
self is more
complex and
sophisticated

Integration is
more autonomous.
activities are
more complex,
elaborate, and
better integrated
and reflection is
self-initiated

Practice and
reflection on
teaching others
forces expan:
sions of possibilities and
greater flexibility

Autonomous
decision making
reflects ability
to-use content
in many different ways to
meet needs of
others

and u%e in real

world classroom

1

In summary, we have presented a view of a professional development

model for teacher education which is built on the assumption that the
ri

activities slected, the way in which teacher education plans are made and
carried out, whether for pre- or inservice teachers or teacher educators,
must reflect the outcomes one hopes to achieve.

In the case described, that

outcome is increased feelings of professional competence, belonging and worth
for all participants, prospective and practicing teachers as well as
prospective and practicing teacher educators.

A collegial model which

emphasized reciprocity and reflection has been designed to achieve this
outcome.
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